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Invades French Cathedral and
Breaks Up Service Spanish
Embassy Guarded.
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PROMINENT LAWYER
TURNS BANK ROBBER.

SiU

Astounding

Po-

Primrose Path Leads to
Disgrace and Death as Usual.

Toulon, Oct
During the Ferrer
demonstration last night the rioters
invaded the cathedral and broke up

Chicago, Oct.

the service.

'(ill.

Spanish consulates throughout Portugal are all guarded.
Blaming Anarchists and Free Masons.

geles.

sin

7&W'r;
A?

,

The Chicago

po-

One Half Crime
Committee in Eddy
County

iCrskine and Company ;d Highland
Park, 111., Wednesday and committed
suicide when run down in- the authorities was lamar A. Harris of Los An-

tit

Madrid, Oct. 15. The cort.es convened today amid widely diversified
among the newspapers. The
Abstract of Assessment of opinion
Keraldo says that the present government has caused Srain to be shamed
Qua and Taos Counties
befcre the world and exhorts the LibReceived.
erals to rise "against the government
which treats as anarchists those who
"Tuft" day was generally observed do not kneel before the clerical specat the Capitol today, all offices witn tre." The Universo Catolica says it
is not surprised at the Ferrer manifesa few exceptions being closed. Many
tations which indicate that anarchists
of the heads of departments are at and Free Masons are inspiring rebelPresilion against all idea of government
Albuquerque today to greet the
and justice.
dent.
Two Delinquent Assessment Abstracts
NEW YORK CENTER
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
OF NORTH POLE FIGHT.
has at last received the two delinquent assessment abstracts of Taos Officers of Arctic Club Are Looking
for Edward Barrill, Cook's
and Quay comities, "the former of
Accuser.
as
latter
the
which is as discreditable
is creditable. Taos county is the only
New York, Oct. 15. New York bedecame the center of the north pole concounty that shows any material
crease over the assessment of last troversy today, when Dr. Cook arrived.
city" from the
year, McKinley county being the only The "freedom of the
was
board
of
aldermen
and
given him and
a
decrease
other county showing
is also receive a medal from the
that about ?2,000. Taos county's de he
ot
crease is $01,327, and the total assess- Arctic club. The American officers efare
club
Arctic
the
every
making
ment is only $090,980 or about the
to find Edward Barrill, the guide
same as that of such towns like Port-.al- s fort
who says Cook faked the account of
or some of the new towns on the his ascent
of Mount McKinley. It is
eastern plains. Land grants do nor. said that Cook recejya-ireTegr- am
seem to figure in the returns at all three
days a goirrfm" Barrill asking
and. while several saw mills appear on him to
meetjfni here yesterday but
the returns and it is known that Taos the guide irfd not sliow tip.
county has large areas covered with
timber, yet timber lands do not appear FRIENDS OF CRANE
in the assessment. Sewing machines
ARE NOT SATISFIED,
and harness appear to greater value
than do town lots and all .the buildings Do Not Consider Diplomatic Incident
Closed and Say He Was Victim
upon them. Here is the abstract:
of Intrigue.
Agricultural lands and improvements $330,584.30; grazing lands and
New York, Oct. 15.' "While Charles
Imnrnwments $15,221.70; town lots R. Crane refused today to make a
and improvements $0,115; mineral statement, friends say that ' the inci
lands $23,919; toll bridges and roads dent is not closed and that Crane is
4750: telegraph, and telephone line? the victim of a political intrigue.
$2,435; ditches $230; narrow gauge
railroad $107,300; flour mills $2,960; LARGE AREA CF PUBLIC
LANDS RESTORED TO ENTRY
horses $21,882;
.saw mills $4,206;
cattle'
sheep
$12,819;
mules $420;
Washington, Oct. 15. The interior
bur-rnhas restored, subject to
goats $2,274; swine $100;
department
$11,and
and
wagons
settlement
$324: carriages
entry next February,
saddles
of
acres
$3,070;
machines
173,440
public land which
sewing
i)12;
:and harness $2,814; merchandise $63,- formerly was withdrawn for certain
758; capital in manufacturing $500; reclamation projects in Washington,
fix-- J
California and Arizona. The lands
farming implements $4,007; saloon
and
watches
affected include 158,400 acres in the
$100;
tures $5,01S; money
clocks $350; books $180; jewelry $225; Phoenix, Ariz., district.
musical instruments $418; household
goods $15,058; oats $50; hay $190;
;lumber $1,430; tools $1,509; honey
bees $75; other property $3,329. While
there are bis mercantile establishments in Taos county, merchandise
does not appear on the returns at all.
SOUTH
It seems that the poor man's sewing
are
machine, his burro and his harness
listed all right, but that the big land
and stock owner, the capitalist, tne
rich business man, escape almost al-
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LIQUnR TRAFFIC

lice were satisfied hst niln lh:tt the
man who robbed the bank of I). M.

Spanish Embassies Guarded.
Lisbon, Oct. 15. The police today
frustrated an attack on the Spanish
embassy by Ferrer sympathizers. The

N

Discovery of Chicago

DIRECT RESULT OF

lice

15.

Pensylvanians Incorporate Strong
Organization

15, 1909.

ft
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W

Cal.

a
Late tonight May Harrington,
vaudeville actress appearing here,
told the policemen she met Harris in
and
Los Angeles
that he had
looked her up in Chicago a few days
ago. She hist saw him Friday, when
she took dinner with him. .She said
she first met him in Ios Angeles last
August. When he found her here he
entertained her lavishly and spent
money freely. When Miss Harringtor
saw Harris last Friday he told her he
was omg away soon and proiiabiy
would not see her again.
The police have been requested by
relatives of Harris in 'Los Angeles
for a full description of the body.
Miss Hassington's narrative of her
meeting with Harris in Chicago was
confirmed by Frank Leighton, as actor now in St. Louis, who met Harris
in lxs Angeles and also in Chicagc
last week, having been entertained by
him at dinner on several occasions.

THE

SO SAYS

GBAKO

JURY

Licensing the ,Evil is Unprofitable to the Community.

The following report of the territorial grand jury in session at Carlsbad, Eddy ((unity, is a significant
contribution to local annals and
shows the trend toward prohibition
in eastern Xew Mexico:
In the District Court of Eddy County,
Territory of New Mexico October Term, 1909.
To the Honorable William H. Pope:
Judge of Said Court.
We. the grand jury, impanelled at
the above term of court, Itej leave to
submit our final report as follows:
NO HITCH IN JOHN1.
We have examined
WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT,
about 50
EL FIGHT.
cases and have returned 29 true bills
President of the United States.
Both Men Ready for the Fray and and 0 no bills. We have subiwenaed
113 witnesses and have examined 79
Meet to Settle All Disputed
witnesses.
As a rule the grand jury
Points.
has commenced its sessions at S
OF UNITED
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 13. Rum- o'clock in the morning and remained
in session until 12 and
ors of a hitch in the Johnson-Ketche- l
at
battle were rife last night, but both 1:30 and adjourned for the day at 5: lit)
training camps announced this morn- o'clock.
TODAY OF
2. We have examined the jail and
ing that there would be no hitch in
the arrangements, it is thought that find the same to be properly kept and
a conference between Johnson and in a sanitary condition and the pris- ionrom gave rise to tne rumors about j oners apparently satisfied with the
trouble over a ten thousand dollar side treatment received and board furnish-bet- .
Both fighters will hold a confer-- ; cd. We find, however, "that in the
ence with Referee Welch today and woman's department there is no
all disputed points as to ring 'quate closet and we. recommend that
customs and rules. Johnson did the j this be supplied. We also find that the
last of his heavy work yesterday and, jail floor as at present constructed
balanced the scales at 198 pounds. He ' does not permit, of being properly
says that he is the best of shape and j washed and scrubbed without ihe leak-wienter the ring about 195. Ketchel age of water to the department below,
looks to be in prime condition and j We recommend that this be remedied,
3. In the limited time for investi-abl- y
weighed 177 yesterday. He will proli-- j
enter the ring at 170. Johnson is! gation Of the records and books of the
Flagstaff, Ariz., Oct. 15. President Sm before the Alvarado hotel and will
Taft passed through here on his way be, the guest of the Commercial Club
tinuiii uiai. iveicnei wiu noi last io various county officers we were not
a banquet later in the evening.
at
rounds.
fnhle tr find nnvtliino- that
7
inA
o'clock
this
Mexico
at
Xew
into
Governor Campbell Wears Stove Pie
us
to
believe
same
were
the
not
in
half
a
being
morning. After two days and
WU TING FANG
Hat.
kept in a regular and proper manner.
Arizona he will devote a day to the
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 15. For the first
IS DISCOURAGED.
4. The grand jurors have made an
to
the peosister territory carrying
time in history, Governor Thomas M.
as to the cause of crime
investigation
do
will
what
that
he
the
message
ple
Campbell appeared today in a silk hat. Did Not Like Publicity Given His Re- within the county and to such an exfee can to carry out the Republican
When
cent Excursion into Spirit
unaccustent as allowed in the limited time for
iatform promises of statehood. The tomed recognizedhe underhethe
wear
would
said
World.
covering
so doing. We find that more than one-haPresident will stop half an hour at it till Taft left Texas if
it killed him.
the crime committed within the
a
witness
and
afternoon
this
Laguna
He has always worn a black soft hat
Washington, Oct. 15 So far as the county of Eddy is a direct result of
dance by the Pueblo Indians. He will
hertofore.
?jirir world is concerned, it will have the liquor traffic, and while we appre
arrive at Albuquerque shortly after
El Pa?o Laughs at Story.
io worry aiong nereatter without re- ciate that the expenses to the
five o'clock and remain until midnight.
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 15. Secret cognition or assistance from Dr. WTu of the prosecution of offenses county
is inon
El
to
The President will then go
service men here
that a plot has Ting Fang, Chinese minister to the considerable in comparison with the
Paso where he will meet President been discovered deny
to assassinate Taft United States. The diplomat was dis- evil of
having such crime committed
Diaz on Saturday.
and Diaz. Many annonymous letters couraged by the publicity given his within this
yet from this
Diaz Arrives at Juarez.
have been received by the Mexican recent investigation of the occult and standnoint district,
call the court's at.ten- officials
15.
President
El Paso, Texas, Oct.
threatening Diaz but the local the detailed account of his experience tion to the fact that the
liquor traffic
Diaz arrived at Ciudad Juarez this authorities do not regard them seri- with a medium Wednesday
Is a very unprofitable one from a finan- night
is
It
one
Rio
cross
of
these when the alleged spirits of his mother
the
ously.
supposed that,
morning. He will not
cial point of view notwithstanding the
Grande till tomorrow when he will letters were sent to the Chicago Jour- and President McKinley talked to
licenses
For
comparison, we
renal.
Local
of
have
meet Taft. Governor
newspapermen
Campbell
him. It was given out at the Chinese wm ,ake paid..
the
of
Carlsbad
town
and Arfrained from mention of these letters
Texas, arrived this morning.
legation that Dr. Wu had discontinued tesia. each of said towns being about
. accordance
in
a
to
with
the
promise
Plot to Murder Presidents at El Paso.
'
his inquiries into
into the same population. The town of Ar- '
together.
presidential entertainment committee. which he had been spiritualism
15.
The
111.,
Oct.
Chic
considled, it was inti- - tesia has prohibited the liquor traffic
lost
Chicago,
for
Quay county although it
Committee.
Reception
Journal declares that an anarc.r.t Reception
mated, by the interest shown in it within the limits thereof. The town of
erable of its territory to Roosevelt
Gallup, N. M., Uct 15. The people
assassito
from
directed
Chicago
plot
the
of Gallup last night accorded the New by such men as William T. Stead and Carlsbad has three saloons, for the
county shows a gain of $247,481,
Diaz at El Pai:o tomor- Mexico
nate
Taft
and
mini-toand
prirlinn- Tnlv 1 tho uviuiiug in.
$2,736,805
assessment
committee to give President Pl'Of. William James.
'total
being
Secret
row
been
discovered
has
by
taxable
the county for justice of tne peace
Taft a cordial reception. The meeting,
exemptions $397,855, leaving a
Service men here. The Journal states
fees alone were $158.45. For the same
was attend BOY WAS VACCINATED
assessment of $2,438,950. The abstact THE DAMAGE IS ENORMOUS that
secret although arranged hastily
Wilkie
has
BY HIS OWN FATHER.
Chief
assigned
ed by a large number of people and
rshows agricultural lands and improveperiod the expenses to the county for
service operatives to Chicago in num- brief addresses were made
Goverthe town of Artesia for justice of the
ments $78,224; grazing land and imby
men
bers to learn the identity of the
nor Curry, Delegate Andrews, Mayor Nevertheless Died of Lockjaw in peace fees were $3.95; for the quarter
provements $771,048, which is more
selected to kill the two presidents. Lester of
Great Agony at Jefferson HosAlbuquerque, and Mayor
ending September 30, 1909, in the town
than the entire taxable assessment of Alabama Also Suffers Severe For two weeks t he anarchists
all over
pital, Philadelphia.
Bursuni of Albuquerque. Several hunof Carlsbad the expenses to the counTaos county, although Taos county
Lives Reporthave been holding meet- dred
ly
the
Thirty
country
met the members ot the
people
for justice of the peace fees were
:has more grazing lands in private
were
ings but the assassination plans
Philadelphia, Oct. 15. Vaccinated ty
ed Lost,
committee during the evening.
$234.65, and for the same period the
ownership than has Quay county. City
have been
Detectives
a
here.
his
month
a
completed
ago by
father,
practicShort Stop at Gallup.
,.and town lots and improvements $489,-18insr iihvsiHnn
rushed to El Paso and it is said that
P;,il Mo. expenses for justice of the peace fees
N.
15
PresiThe
Oct.
M.,
reGallup,'
Oct.
.watre plants $22,800; telegraph
Late
15,
the decision to have the meeting of
Memphis, Tenn.,
brielian of Piperville, Bucks county, " th, town of Artesia were nothing.
:and telephone $9,075; railroads $623,-'332-;' ports sliow that thirty lives were lost Taft and Diaz secret was made on dent, made a brief stop at Gallup and died in the Jefferson
this We further find that the expense to
spoke a few words to the crowd. It city, from lockjaw. Thehospital,
the county by reason of tho justice of
horses $135,425; mules $47,615; and hundreds of thousands of dollars the advice of Chief Wilkie.
lad
arrived
was arranged today that the President
cattle $84,268; sheep $30,644; goats of damage done by the storm, wind,
at
the
hospital last Tuesday. Physi- the peace fees is not the only expenses
The President at Albuquerque.
should arrive at El Paso at eight cians in
$376; swine $4,393; burros $1,084; car- hail and rain last night through Ala- the institution used every connected with the offenses tried in
15
The
Oct.
M.,
Albuquerque, N,
o'clock .tomorrow instead of nine for- means
known
Tiages and wagons $24,486; sewing ma- bania and western Tennessee. Den- New Mexico reception
to modern medicine to that court, but that the additional
'
committee
chines $8,864; saddles and harness mark, Tenn., is practically wiped out headed by Governor Curry met the ty. This will give him an opportunity effect a cure, but failed. The vounir- - burden is placed upon the county of
to go over the detailed arrangements ster was in
$10,499; merchandise $203,957; capital of the map, fire completing the de-J- n President at Gallup after ten o'clock
constant agony from the boarding prisoners sentenced in the
with the government representatives
j struction
imstorm.
At
of
the
of
time
manufacturing $3,613; farming
his
admittance
until death, justice of the peace court for petty of-him
who have been in El Paso and Juarez
and a church were this morning' and accompanied
S23.879: saloon fixtures $12.-- ville a factory
is
father
had
vaccinated him so that fenses; and we respectfully call the
set- throughout the day. Shortly after noon several weeks. The President 'has not
he
not
dis- - attention of the people of Carlsbad to
contract
013; money $6,232; watches and clocks wrecked. At Wartrace, a negro
might
a.
an
hour's stop was made at Lagur
yet been informed of the completed eases from his school contagious
condition of affairs and recom- j this
$4,311; books $1,946; gold and silver tlement was leveled. Gibson, Stanton, Immediately on his arrival here, tne
companions.
arrangements although the general
Dyersburg and Mercer all suffered President
mend
that the board of trustees of the
plate $862; musical instruments
meetaddressed an open air
plan has been known.
GENERAL ZELAYA SEEMS
town of Carlsbad submit to the voters
household goods $50,199; shares severe property loss.
Death List Grows.
TO BE WAKING UP. of that town the proposition of prohibf stock $54,645; tools $2,666; and oth--e- r '
Tenn., Oct. 15. Later adMemphis,
$24,243.
property
iting the sale of intoxicating liquors
LUTHERAN
SYNOD
TAKES
BED
OFF
TO
ROLLED,
vices from Acton, Tenn., state that
to Gather His Troops After, within its limits!
A comparispn of the assessment of i
Beginning
"''
DIVORCE.
STAND
AGAINST
COMMIT SUICIDE.
fifteen were killed at Hamburg and
I
Revolutionists Have Made
5. We further find that in several
the two counties, that of Quay being ' the national cemetery on
Oct. 15. "No minister
battle
the
Philadelphia,
Great Headway.
of
the business houses in Carlsbad
tour times that of Taos, is the more field of Shiloh
In shall
the marriage ceremony Strange Method Chosen By Prominent
badly damaged.
where tobacco is sold that the
to
of
End
significant because the two counties the cemetery the Iowa' state monu- for a perform
Louis
Dentist
St.
divorced person whose divorced
Nicaragua, Oct. 15. The prietors thereof have failed to post a
have each about the same area and ment was wreckecUv.
His Life.
husband or wife Is still living, except
revolutionists
under General Estrada copv of the Act of 19ftlf being an act
Taos
the same population, only that
Dead Number "Thirty-Twfor the innocent pajty in a divorce
are now in possession of Bluefields, for the
of
the
has
having
advantage
protection of minors and pupils
county
New York, Qct, 15. George BergOct. lo. The granted on Scriptural grounds or such
Tenn.,
Memphis,
Greytown, Rivias, Cape Gra- - in schools This we deem a minor of.
thousands of acres of timber lands, known deatk list of last night's storm extreme cruelty as may be Included mann, said to . be one of the best Corinto,
Rama and San Juan del Norte. fense for whlch we do not Bee flt lo
while Quay county has none; that Taos now totals nineteen while thirteen under the same principles, and then known dentists of St. Louis, commit cias,
gatberhlg hiS return indictments but in this matter
county has an abundance of running more are reported dead at Anton ville, only after the lapse of a period of ted suicide today by strangling him- Uoo
call this violation of the law to the at
water while Quay county has prac- McNairy county. ; The latter has not twelve months after the divorce has self with a bedsheet in the Montefiore
tention of such dealers with the re
Home for Chronic
"
here.
Invalids
been granted."
tically none; that Taos county has been verified, ::hz?.".z
ANOTHER PROMINENT VICTIM
been settled for at least 300 years
quest that the law be complied with or
Key West Afcfcs for Federal Aid.
By the unanimous passage of a res- Forming a noose in one end of a
OF APPENDICITIS OPERATION. that the matter be taken
while Quay county is generally speakup for considthe foregoing sheet, Dr. Bergmahn tied the other
Washington, Oct. 15. The mayor of olution
embodying
eration by the next grand jury for failing a new and partially undeveloped Key West today made .an appeal to clause the eastern Pennsylvania Sy- end of the sheet to the head of the
New York, Oct. 15 Senator P. H. ure to comply with the law.
community. It must also be remem- President Taft for aid for the hurri nod of the Evangelical Lutheran bed and then rolled off the bed to the
war
The
cane
sufferers".
floor.
He
McCarren,
to
6. ftfe further recommend that th
has
Tammaney leader of BrookTaos
left
letters
record
relatives saycounty
many
department church put itself squarely on
bered that
has wired the department commander yesterday in Philadelphia on the di- ing he was a hopeless cripple from lyn, is dying. He underwent an operaat Atlanta to Investigate,
tion for appendicits yesterday.
vorce question.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
paralysis and preferred death.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Did Not Reach Albuquerque Early in
Afternoon as Had Been Arranged
Makes Brief Stops at Gallup
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The Big Store

i

tut
mil

A

wl

pi i

i

sports you're sure to be interested in stymen
meet
who dress well, and want the best.
lish clothes; you'll
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
interested

in

can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home o Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS."
MONEY TO LOAN

and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARAIi

d

Fort Collins,

NATHAN SALMON.
store

In

10

i

100"

50"

u

$3.20 1

II

1.60

Bobolink

8

it

1.55

i

register tickets
with all cash purchases.
Cash

inter Grocery Co.
giBSF.yJ-'m-w'MA'CBig3BBg-

PRICES
FROM

brown-eye-

Colo.,

After a summer full of
John Philip Sousa, the
activity,
world-famecomposer and conductor
and local favorite, will bring his band
of sterling musicians to this city on
October 19th when he will present
several charming lady soloists absoThis
lutely new to Sousa audiences.
engagement is to be the first of the
season that will appeal to
j current
playgoers and the lovers of the best
in music, alike.
That Sousa always
meets with success in his desire to

S4 .00

Telephone

No. 40

!

BULL'S EYE or

BUSTER BROWN Make
will
wear
and cost you no
They
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
POBox

FOR

219.

FOR YOURSELF

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

a. apuz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

HOUSE

TRY OUR

IN THE

Groifl

CITY.

Alfalfa 1leal

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Flour, Hay,

Salt ani SeeAs

SANTA FF, NEW MEXICO

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

St. Michael's College

SOUSA

Santa Fe, New Mexico

AND HIS BAND

dbVeth1d CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

fifilim COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

.

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

BROTHER HERMES. President

OUR GUARANTEE

3

petti-- I

coats for the children. Misses and j
dies just received at the Racket Store,
Night gowns for the old and young.
la--

You
The results

I

yaffil

N. TOWNSEND & CO.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
PLANS

ESTIMATES
short notice
Famished
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
&

on

if

can't know curative certaint, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doctor orders medicine of a complex or simple
Laoure7"BRlKG ALL PRESCRIPTIONS HERE. They will
be filled

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

1.

coats,
Night Gowns
A brand new line of flannel

jw

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

$J.50

Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by 'all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

Otral

j

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

em

October 19 th

j 3333223

PIIONENO 218

36

Also Good iot Chickens

Love

supper.
Clark was in the kitchen when For
tune enerted the dining room.
to the story of guests, Clark
s.iid with an oath:
eat. in
"I'll not let that
my house."
Mrs. Clark, who was in the kitchen
with her husband, attempted to calm
him, but he left the rom and entered
the hotel office just as Fortune emerged from the dining room, hat in hand,
preparing to leave.
"I'll go out," Fortune was saying as
he backed toward the door. 'I'll go MR. JOHN PHILIP SOUSA,
out, but you come outside and I'll
Conductor
show :ou."
Assisted by Miss Frances Hoyt, SoWith another oath. Clark, who con;
prano; Miss Grace Hoyt,
tinued moving in the direction of ForMiss Florence Hardeman,
tune, drew his revolver and fired. The Violinist; Mr. Herbert L. Clarke,
bullet entered Fortunes left breast Cornetist.
just above the heart.
Clark staggered out of the door and The Musical Event ofthe Season
fell headlong on the sidewalk, his body
almost coming into collision with Mrs. One fare fnr the R und Trip can
Tom Ogilvey, an elderly woman, who
be Ootained Over the New
was passing. The woman ran screamMexico
ing to police headquarters a block
POPULAR PRICES
away and gave the alarm. When offic75c
$1.00 and
ers arrived Fortune's body was lying
Seats . ow selling at
in pool of blood on the walk and Clark j
FISCHER'S DRUG STORE
was seated in the hotel gitchen argu-- j
j
ing w'th his wife over the advisability
of giving himself up. She had told
j him
to remain and wait the coming
ui uie oiiicers, wmie ue wanieu io go

sal

PHARMACY

Phone

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

d

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

HALF CENTURY

A

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
15.

EVERY SUITrj
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shoes,
for the boy try a pair of

Flannel Petti

CALL AflD SEE

S6.00

d

Child.
Oct.

& HERCULES BRAND

OCT. 19.

Mezzo-Soprano-

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

KANTWEAROUT

ii

$3.10

We Give

WE HAVE THEM

-

j

50 "

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

e

COMING

BROS. COMPANY.

eh1 Huit

n

daughter of six
brought death to James R- Fortune at
the hands of George H. Clark, the husband of Fortune's former wife. The
tragedy occurred in the doorway of
the Salt Lake hotel on Pine street in
this city. Fortune, hungering for a
glance from the hazel eyes of his
daughter Florence, had gone to the
hotel, which is owned by Clark, to eat

i

100 lbs Pansy Flour

San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 15. Accord- ms io tne uata or nis nanoon nignt
mad" on July 4 and 5, 1908, Dr. Fred-- I
erick J. Fielding of this city still
claims that he holds the distance rec- ord of aerial navigation by means of
the gas bag. The St. Louis winner in
the recent contest covered 580 miles,
Antonio balloon
while the Fielding-Satraveled 795 miles. What is more Dr.
Fielding remained in the air but twent-ty-thiehours and fifteen minutes to
cover this distance, while forty hours
was the time of the St. Louis winner.
Dr. Fielding does as yet not know
whether his record is officially considered as having been broken. Should
this be the case he will issue a challenge for a new contest, to be started
from this city. His flight of a year
ago was made under the auspices of
the federation clubs of Chicago and
was rewarded with the Bryan J. Arnold cup. He is inclined to think that
this is the reason why the association
holding the St. Louis contest is now
claiming the record.

patrons
satisfy the musically-critica- l
of the country, is a fact that will
arouse little argument, for his efforts
Divorced Man Pays With His Life for in the past have been universally
a Look at His Six Year Old
approved by his many followers.

for his

Incorporated 1903

5ELIG1N

HOLDS DISTANCE RECORD
FOR BALLOON FLIGHT.

SOUSA

15f 1909..
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OF

Brown-Eye- d

Phone
Santa Fe.

Established 1856.

KILLED BECAUSE HE
SAVED HIS DAUGHTER.

at SALMON Store

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

ing the shoting.

Admitted to Insane Asylum Mrs.
Pablo Gutierrez and Gill Bernabe Les-tra- .
both of Guadalupe county, were
committed to the territorial insane
asylum at Las Vegas yesterday.
Association
Organized
Baptist
The northeastern Xew Mexico Baptist
Association was organized
recently
at Tucumcari wih sixteen churches
from Quay and Union counties. Logan
was chosen for the place of the next
annual meeting.
Purchase George H.
Big Ranch
Webster, Jr., has purchased th-- Urac-c- a
ranch of fifty thousand acres south
of Cimarron, Colfax county, from the
Mr.
McCormick family of Chicago.
Webster had been the manager of the
ranch for the past few years.
Childhood Sweethearts Get Married
Miss Maude Stumph of Girard,
Kan., yesterday at Trinidad, Colo., met
at the
C. R. Cowdrey, an employe
Bartlett ranch in Vermejo Park, Coif a
county, and the couple was married at
once, leaving for the Xew Mexico
ranch. 1 he pair were childhood sweet- heats, but had not seen each other in
years until yesterday.

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
If you're

uttiu nuuuu ur.

COURAGE.
Oil, sing for tlx' wind that blows
From the salt and storm of the sea!
And sing for the gull and goes
and fearlessly
Rold, bold is the life he knows;
;
A guest of the gale is he.
j
Oh, sing for the vale of Peace
Where zephyrs are slow and soft, j
Where ragings and strivings cease
And the skylark soars aloft!
Oh, sing for the hearts that leap
And rise to the stress of life.
And sing for the eyes to brave to
weep
And the souls too great for strife.
Clarissa Dixon in Success Magazine
AVide-winge-

'

at once to the sheriff's office. He was
taken to the county jail, where he declined to make any statement concern-

nmiv Dfifiim no
SONG

A

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

accurately, qtickly and safely.

will be all your doctor and yourself expect

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
'
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

1

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

15, 1909.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Serial

MAKES

Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. ljind Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico. October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, T904, made Homestead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,
NW
NE
for W
and E
17 N.
Range
Section 21, Township
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the TJ. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of November, 1909.

Add

This Fact to Your Store of

Kites

Fined $100 Each for Flying
From Office Buildina in Nation- al Capital.

Knowledge.
Kidney disease advances so rapidly
that many a person is nrmiy in its
grasp before aware of its progress.
Prompt attention should be given the
slightest symptom of kidney disorder.
If there is a dull pain in the back,
headaches, dizzy spells or a tired,
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is
dark,
irregular and attended with pain, procure a good kidney remedy at once.
recommend
Your
townspeople
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read the statement of this Santa Fe citizen:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, San-ta Fe, N. M., says: In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and used
them for pains in my back which
had troubled me at intervals for three
years. Doan's Kidney Pills brought
prompt relief and proved so satisfactory that I willingly gave a public
statement in their favor. Now, after
two and a half years have passed. I
gladly confirm every word of that
testimonial. I can add that I have
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
the ma more thorough trial and have
received the greatest possible benefit.
I know that this remedy is a sure cure
fcr backache and kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-MHbilrcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

PAGE THREE
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t

worked for tli" Pennsylvania road
with "Andy" Carnegie as superinteml- lit. ho said. "1 was only a kici wnen
siarted. but I put in nearly twelve
years. I had heard at times, now that
recollect, of Carnegie making pro-- !
vision for some of his employes, but
never connected it with myself and
no such idea of receiving such a for-- ;
tune as this ever entered my head."
The old railroad man was inform-eil that his share of the fund, now;
leading $Ui,00il, is being held in trust
by fin eastern banking establishment
and is subject to his order.
He ex-pects that the munificence of the!
in!
Sliibo will keep him
;iii
bread and butter for the rest of his

FORESTRY OFFICIALS
ARRESTED IN WASHINGTON

RAPID HEADWAY.

03004.

N".

New Mexico Military Institute

I

i

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of the Southwell."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tht

I

Washington, Oct. 15. Through an
interesting little happening in Washington last week involving the arres!

1

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Heaitblets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
the garden
d the beautiful Pecos Valley
of 3.700
of
West
an
at
e'evatioc
the
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but

j

and fining of two high up officials of
one of the most important government
bureaus uy ilie Washington city authorities, it has been about determc
ined that the gentle art of kite flying is to be lost, if left to United
States bureau of forestry.
lUie rain or snow during session.
'
High up in the air on the tin roof
I
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduof the building in which Clifford Pint-h- tlavs.
ates
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
:
offices
and his experts have their
!
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
two minions of the law one fair after- COU RTLAND, ARIZONA, HAS
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern 1p all respects.
noon took into custody Milton J.
CHAMPION WRESTLER. 1
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol- the man who supervises the iREGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
onio Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
J
1
.
ssuance of permits to stockmen to J. T. Hazard Defeats R. W. Gunn of
Pecos, New Mexico.
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
i
MANUEL R. OTERO,
graze herds and Hocks on forest rang- - ,
Bisbee, Throwing Him Twice
Q?
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
v
es
in
the
Patterson
ami
in 22 Minutes.
west,
Philip
Register.
A Fllyan
Wells, law officer of the bureau.
Court land. Ariz., Oct. 13. The at- IFor particulars and Illustrated catalogue
Work in the office apparently beini; tention of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
world of the
address.
sporting
slack, they were spending a pleasant southwest is centered on Court land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
COL. IA. W. WILLSON,
afternoon at no less a pastime than at this time. .1. T. Hazard of this
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
tuperlnttndtnl
hauling in and letting out a string camp, and champion catch as catch
21. 1909.
a
on
of
a
of
which
end
the
quarter
Notice is hereby given that Albina
ran wrestler of Arizona, met R. W.
mile up in the air swung a nicely C'ltun. an amateur wrestler of
Lucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
Bisbee,
balanced contraption such as small and threw him' twice in twenty-twon July 3, 1908, made Homestead En
the
on
amuse
with
themselves
boys
minutes.
The agreement was that
try (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
vacant lots of almost any village.
Hazard could throw him twice within
Section C, and N.
of Lot 1, Section
It is high misdemeanor to fly kites thirty minutes. The first fall was
'7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M.
Advertisin the city of Washington.
made in eight minutes, and the second
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenso enthusiastic over in fourteen minutes.
grew
ing
agents
Hazard afterThese celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
to
tion to make final five year proof,
of lifting their signs ward
the
possibilities
acknowledged that in Gunn he located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these water
establish claim to the land above desky high over the city, and so many had found his hardiest handicap he
tested by the
Ree
miles west has been thoroughly
Slates.
scribed, befcie the Register and
boys' kites got tangled in fire escapes had ever met, and the sport was gen- Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to in the
and
U.
Doan's
name
S.
the
at
Land
Santa
Fe,
Remember
Office,
ceiver,
miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuand liagpoles, that the district com- uine, because of the even
strength of of Taos, and fifty
--New Mexico, on the 4th day of Novemtake no other.
o
missioners passed an ordinance im- the wrestlers.
twelve
miles from
about
and
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'!
Fe,
ber, 1909.
Rio
posing a fine of $10 for every kite
and
on the Denver
close to twenty-eigh- t
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Gunn
is
Station,
years
Claimant names as witnesses:
LEGAL NOTICE.
Hying offense.
old, and weighs, at his least weight Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
N.
of
Jemez
Armenta,
Springs,
The story has just leaked out that 17 pounds. For the short time he ha-- i daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComTo Whom it May Concern:
M.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs.
dignified been wrestling less than a year, has The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathLast will and testament of Miquela McVean and Wells, both
M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez Sena, deceased.
gentlemen, who would as soon be ap- developed wonderful
strength in from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
a
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jemshoulders and back, and his muscular carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Notice is hereby given persuant to prehended in the act of entering
Stage meets Denver
ez Springs, N. M.
route as development is very
to the very dry and delightful
statute that the probate clerk in and circus by tne erawi-uutie- r
entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
the
apparent
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to be caught indulging in such sport
I
for the County of Santa Fe. New
spectator. The crowded area went! year round. There Is now a commod-wil- d upon request. This resort is attracofwhen they saw Gunn step nut. iouc hotel for the convenience of in-f- tive at all seasons and la open ali
December
Cth, as kite flying during government
hag flxd Monday
as this is Hazard's home, he has , valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
room of the probate fice hours, suffered the humiliation of
at
court
the
1909,
It is an admitted fact that real es- court of the
being led from the roof, through tlu iimany friends who will place him (rom
County of Santa Fe, New
consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
. ..
tate, financial men and merchants all Mexico, for the proving of the last crowded forestry offices and off do n
u,rtBti,,,. ir thl. count r
diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
with the odds in favor of the other cntagious
say that quickest and best results aie will and testament of Miquela Sena, the street to the police station ir,lt:a'ns.
For further particular
contain 1,626.24 grains same day.
ese
wat,era
tween two massive cops of the dis- man. Hazard
obtained by advertising in the New
gives tne impression ot of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
.. j
deceased, a resident of the city and trict.
Mexican.
being too fat, instead he has a muscounty of Santa Fe. New Mexico.
The clerks looked with astonish- cular firmness due to a long time in
GEORGE W. ARMI.IO,
ment
at the spectacle and not a few the ring which is a source of an
Probate Clerk.
on F street who saw the off- agreeable surprise to those who see
persons
Ojo
Coonty N iW
D.
A.
of
6th
Dated this
October,
day
him wrestle for the first time his
icers leading their
along,
charges
1909.
gazed on the proceedings with con- movements on the street are those
From
sternation. It is reliably reported of a heavy fat man in the game he
LEGAL NOTICE.
that after leaving sufficient collateral is a human cat so quick in the conTo Whom it May Concern:
at the police department the two off- test of battle, holding in spite of the
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m Last will and testament of Jose icials appeared in court the next morn- strong opposition the championship
7 p. m Francisco Silva, deceased.
ing and deposited their fines, after of Arizona.
Arrives at TAOS at
Notice is liereby given pursuant to due trial. Permit Official McVean, ft
Gunn will spend some time trainstatute that the probate clerk in and is said, made things more expensive ing with Hazard, and either will meet
for the County of Santa Fe, New Mexi by asserting to the magistrate that he any one in the country of their own
Trip
co, has fixed Monday, December Gth had flown kites in Washington with- weight 150 pounds.
Hazard has been wrestling for fif- 1909, at the court room of the probate out knowing that it was against the
mil99 nearer Good teams court
Ten
TO
of the County of Santa Fe, New law. The judge promptly fined him een years, beginning way back in his
.
an.3r otlier ara.y
Mexico, for the proving of the last will $10 extra for previous misdemeanors school days in Wisconsin, with Paul
Tratt, who held the intercolegiate
and testament of Jose Francisco Silva, thus confessed.
"BACK TO THE WOODS' deceased, a resident of the County of
ihampionship for four years in Wis
consin. Hazard never lost a match
QUEER CAUSE FOR
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
MAN'S SUICIDE. for a number of years, then he moved Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
to Everett, Washington, and registerClerk.
Probate
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
Dated this Sth day of October, A. D. Railroader Kills Himself at Denver, ed as an amateur in the Y. M. C. A.
Find
a
He
Couldn't
matches
Because
several
for
winning
athletics,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
1909.
his team, at the same time training
Cork Leg to Fit.
with some of the best known profes- Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
TO AND FROM ROSWELL..
secure
15.
sional wrestlers in the northwest, into
Oct.
Denver,
Inability
and all Foreign Countries.
Connection made wltn Automobile a cork leg that would not cause him cluding Dr. Poller of Seattle, and A.
Roswell
for
daily, physical discomfort caused Fred J. T. Ballenger, for four years cham
line at Torrance
REMITTANCES SENT BY
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- Peck, a railway man of Grand Junc- - pion of the army and navy. All of
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
ion to end his life yesterday by fir Hazard's matches have been with
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros ing a bullet though nis brain. 1'ecK men whose weight was in excess of
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar locked himself in his room at the his
by twenty to forty pounds. About
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The ilarkham hotel, Seventeenth and Law- - three years ago he came to Bisbee,
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance erence streets, placed
a revojver and in less than twenty-fou- r
hours af
the inferior woods that you used to is $5.80 and between Torrance and against the right side
of his head and ter his arrival he met Eugene Trav- ose if this new line of Lumber of Roswell $10. Reserve Beats on auto
the trigger.
ler, who has just thrown Middle Sky,
ours is not the best you ever put a mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard. pressed
had been in Denver several and threw him in ten minutes the first
Peck
saw or nail in! We are striving to manager. Automobile Line.
days having alterations made on a time, and in the second fall Travler
supply only the best seasoned and
cork
leg which he purchased several had to retire from exhaustion to his
(east flawed Lumber that can be
weeks
ago to take the place of the corner and rest.
and we
found in this neighborhood,
Two weeks ago S. .1. Varney, light
lower part of his left leg, which he
helieve we are succeeding in pleasing
in a railway accident in Grand weight amateur of Colorado, now of
lost
of
furs
handsome
line
Beautiful
just
all our numerous customers. Let us received at the Racket Store. Prices Junction seven months ago. After a Bisbee, met Hazard in Courtland and
either as to
hear
to $25. Hurry and get fitting of the liir.b yesterday he re was thrown twice in less than twenty
We'll
or
cheerfully from $2.50
price.
quality
October 16th Hazard will
first pick. They are the very newest turned to the Markham hotel, where minutes.
remedy anything that's wrong.
and snappiest ever shown in the city. he talked to a number of acquaint meet Bhend who has never been
ances of the trouble he was having thrown in a public contest, and is
in
in
of
W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
in securing a leg which he could use confident he can throw him twice in
with comfort.
thirty minutes.
The trainman went to his room on
Recently Hazard was beaten by
the third floor about 1:30 o'clock and Ole Donaldson of Bisbee, by pun
RIGHT.
about thirty minutes later a shot w(s ishment of hammerlock.
Hazard lives here where wrestlers
heard. Nicholas Cummins, the hotel
manager, and a maid forced the door. come to try him out but as yet have
OF
Don Caspar Avenue
Peck's body was lying across the failed to do so. Hazard is strong on
movement and skill in the ring.
foot of the bed.
Peck was 32 years old and leaves a
TRAMPS APPRECIATE
widow and four children. He was
A FINE CLIMATE.
of the Railway Trainmen's
member
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
Brotherhood.
Peck formerly lived in
Colorado Springs. He went to Grand Vagrants Begin to Prefer Southern
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
women
men
and
Junction eight months ago, losing his
Texas in Winter to California's
is
to
aim
school whose
prepare young
Gardens.
leg .one month later.
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 15. What
OLD RAILROADER IS
to the Riviera Is to those who can
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
IS GIVEN $40,000 PENSION. afford it, a jaunt to the city and southwest Texas has been to America
'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household EcoAt One Time Worked on the Pennsyl-vani- trampdom in the past. Vags appreWhen Andrew Carnegie
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculciate a fine climate above all else it
Was Superintendent.
would seem, and for this reason have
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Brawn Work.
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
always taken great care to reach
15. James
San
Oct.
blizAntonio,
Texas,
sunny Texas alwut the time the
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oihsr Gams.
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
Fagan of 115 E. Mason street, this zard made things uncomfortable in the
SANTA FE, N M.
city, is glad today that once he work- north. Formerly this was not the case
527 San Francisco St.
for self support.
ed on the Pennsylvania railroad and to
the
ranch
extent
because
that Andrew Carnegie was the super- wasanynotgreat
OFor Catalogue and further information, address the President,
the best .place where to obintendent of the line. "Dad Fagan", tain
without great effort,
was in ignorance of the fact that the but the
of the country made
settling
great steel master had set aside a these
parts more possible in that, difluid for the men who then worked
Agricultural College, N. Mcx.
and in recent years the frarection,
under him, until a' letter telling him
has
ternity
preferred them to Calia
York
New
of it, reached him from
reason that the climate
fornia
the
for
few days ago. Some weeks ago a
was
as
and the summer
good
just
him
and quesgttlli!Il!;iK!K
stranger approached
of the finest
nearer.
base
much
so
tioned him closely about his connec
WATCHES
But. San Antonio will need more
g DIAMONDS
tion with the Pennsylvania. Though
Mr. Fagan thought this rather odd, little rocks than ever this winter for
MANUFACTURER OF
ALL OP THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
he
paid no further attention to the the paving of its streets and if the
Eyes Tested and
Right Prices
MEXICAN
AND DESIGNS
NEWtLST
AND
its
PATTERNS
every
vag
way
has
LATEST
incident, and had forgotten all about cliy government
flited ty
Right Goods
to
them.
Preparahe
the
received
williihelp
provide
letter.
it
when
Methods
Right Service
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLIC TED
"Dad Fagan" came to San Antonio tions to that effect are now complete,
1875 and until recently was em- according to a statement of the chief
in
.
China and
ployed by the Southern Pacific. He of police, and hobos not enamoured of
DRY,
SANTA FE, N, M.
St.
Francisco
San
345
is none too prosperous.
making little rocks out of big ones had
94
Kill!
Mi'-- W
"It was back in the sixties that I better give this city a wide berth.
2
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hack line
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FARE

Proorietor.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Wells Fargo & Gompan
Express

$5.00

General Express Forwarders

ila-sua-

All

Parts of the World-

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

LiVEHY

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

New Furs New Furs.

Call up

your-complai-

'Phone 8

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Charles W. Dudrow

RATES

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

CHAS. CLOSSOiM

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

A

SPIEGEL

F- -

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

a

,

W. E.

hand-me-ou-

Garrison,
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only

i
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TWO WEEKS

SPECIAL

Embroideries
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SALE

White Goods

FILIGREE
JEWELRY

Cut Class,

Silverware

!
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J

GOODS CO.
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'
been almost purely nominal, as this
That the National Guard of New
is
a
of
such
exporter
country
large
Mexico is experiencing a revival and
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P. T. Long, a Koston traveling man
is registered at tlie Claire.
Pablo Quintuna, deputy sheriff of
Tars, is stopping at the Coronado.
Frank fcl Xudins; of this city is visiting his father in law, W. H. Hahn at
Albuquerque.
Hon. and Mrs. Y. D. MtBee of Melrose, Roosevelt county, are visitors
in Albuquerque.
District Attorney Alexander Read
was a passenger this forenoon for his
home at Tierra Amarilla.
H. W. Taylor, an El Paso traveling
man, was among last night's arrivals,
taking quarters at ihe Claire.
"W. A. Fitts of
Pueblo, Colorado,
selling groceries, is stopping at the
Palace accompanied by his wife.
B. S. Phillips, lumberman from the
Ramon Vigil grant, near Buckman, is
paying Santa Fe a business visit..
man
J. S. Hunter, a commercial
from Kansas City, is calling on the
trade. He is stopping at. the Claire.
Territorial Treausurer Miguel A
Otero went to Albuquerque this morn
ing to be present at the Taft reception
D. Martinez, Jr., of Velarde, post
master and rancher, is a business
visitor today. He is stopping at the
Claire.
Mrs. Ramoncita M. Baca and Felipe
Sanchez y Baca are guests at the
Claire, having arrived from Santa
Rosa last evening.
Cosme Herrera, prominent sheep
owner and fruit grower of Pojoaque,
northern Santa Fe county, is a guest
at the Coronado.
R. C. Smith, a typewriter agent
from Denver, arrived last night and
is stopping at the Claire.' He was
accompanied by his wife.
George A. Viles of Cleveland, X. M.,
forest ranger of district. 4, of the Pecos is in town having been detailed
for a month's office work.
A. M. Jackley of Alamogordo was
an arrival this noon, coming from St.
Joseph, Mo., where he. had been on
business. He is a guest at the Claire.
Jesus M. Casaus, sheriff of Guadalupe county, arrived last night from
Santa Rosa, bringing in prisoners for
the penitentiary. He is a guest at the
Claire.
J. F. McGraw, assistant superintendent of this division of the Denver
and Rio Grande railroad arrived from
Alamosa last night. He is quartered
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buikiing, when entirely completed find
furnished, will cost approximately
n was designed by I. H. &
$(i0.iMH).
V,'. M. Rapp, architects and will be a
handsome structure, three stories high
with basement. The basement will
be lilted up for a chemical laboratory and shops, the first and second
floors for class rooms and the third
floor for a drawing academy.
As an
annex to the building there is to be
constructed a large auditorium with
sta.se, sloping floor and balcony. This
room will seat about 500 people and is
desired as a place for commencement
exercises as well as a general assembly room for the use of the school.
at the Palace.
The building is to be completed by
Edgar L. Street, of Xew York, who March 1st. The work of excavation
has been in Santa Fe on business ap- was
begun Monday morning and the
pertaining to the Santa Fe Water and concrete foundation will probably be
Light Company left on this morning's started early next week.
Santa Fe train.
The general academic work is movJ. A. Jeancon, supervisor of the
ing
along to the satisfaction of the
cliff ruins of Maniton at Colorado
The sentiment of the corps
"faculty.
Springs, is a visitor in Santa Fe ac fis good and the boys, although re
companied by his son. He is oh' a
to
seem to be
vacation trip visiting parts of New quiredwell do hard work,
contented. The officers find
very
Mexico.
the work much better this year owing
Thomas S. Xeal and wife and son, to
the larger and more complete livwill
of
arrive
Meade,
Brookville, Pa.,
ing
quarters. There are now but two
tonight to spend the winter in Santa cadets
to the room and each cadet is
Fe with their son C. H. Xeal, good
with an individual study taprovied
roads engineer, at his home on East ble
an individual student's lamp.
and
Palace avenue.
hours the building is
During
study
in
Among the distinguished visiters
which enables the boys to prequiet,
Albuquerque today are Mayor H. O.
pare their work with greater ease
Bursum of Socorro; Judge M. C.
was the case in the old buildof Socorro; Judge Alford W. than
ing.,
of
former
Terri
Cooley
Alamogordo;
torial Secretary J. AY. Raynclds of th:5T The health of the cadets has been
city and U. S. District Attorney Dav- exceptionally good.. So far the hospital has been used but very little and
id J. Leahy of East Las Vegas.
"Rev. C. E. Anderson, the Metho- the surgeon in charge reports that he
dist minister who has been transferred has never known a more healthy set
from Santa Fe to the pastorate of the of young men.
Great interest is being taken in the
First Methodist Episcopal church here
arrived in the city yesterday after making of a good football team. Every
noon, accompanied by Mrs. Anderson afternoon 30 or 40 cadets are on the
and their four children. They are! athletic grounds from 2:30 to 4. The
guests of members of the church till management expects to turn out one
the parsonage shall have been put in of the fastest teams in the soathwest.
order for occupancy by them." Las
F. L. W7est, of Denver, Colo., who
Vegas Optic.
is a great admirer, of the institute,
The stork visited the home of Mr. donated over a 100 volumes to the new
and Mrs. Edward C. Wade at 1005 library, which is being built tip; the
East street, Washington, D. C, on last old one having been destroyed when
Sunday morning and left a baby boy Lea hall was burned. These books
weighing eight pounds who will be have been gratefully received and
the fourth of the family to bear the will be of great service to both off!-- ,
name of Edward C, that being the cers and cadets. It is to be hoped!
first name of his father who with Mrs. that others will follow Mr. West's!
Wade spent the last legislative sea- example and send books for use in the
son in Santa Fe, the grandfather who school. It is a reat undertaking to
lives at. Las Cruces and is president build up a library and all donations
of the New Mexico Bar Association, will be gratefully received.
and the great grandfather living at &
Los Angeles.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett director of HASKELL'S SON IS
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENSE.
the School of American Archaeology,
in this city, will leave tonight for
Ardmore, Okla., Oct. 15. Norman
Washington, D. C, from where he
will go to Mexico and Yucatan
on Haskell, sonof the governor, contininarchaeological work. During his re- ued his argument to quash the
cent trip to the Pacific coast, he dictments against Governor Haskell
in the Muskogee
northwest and Colorado, he lectured and
at every important town choosing for town lot cases today. He will be folhis topic the recent discoveries in the lowed by District Attorney Gregg
Rito de los Frijoles and Puye near who will conclude the arguments.
Santa Fe. He said it is astonishing
Jo find so great an interest in the
cliff dwellings and many of his hearers assured him that they would
come to Santa Fe next year to visit
the Pajarito Park. It is splendid advertising that Santa Fe and Xew
Mexico are receiving in this manner.
Btomach trouble is but a symptom of, and not
ln.itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia.
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
NOTES FROM N. M.
they are symptoms only of a certain specific
Netve sickness nothing else.
MILITARY INSTITUTE.
ft was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop

FURS-FURS-WINTEH-F-
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COLD WEATHER IS HERE
acd we are p! ep'.red fo- - it with the newest
and snappiest line of beautiful furs ever shown
in the city.
PRICES RANGING FROM 2.50 T0 25.00
We would be

pleased to show them to you,
for when you
them we know it means a sale.
Just received also bi line ehildrens jackets that
rane in price from 2.00 to 6.0O
s--

e

SP

FiaiBl Petticoals

!

M

MEN,
WOMEN and

(owns

CHILURENS

THEY ARE NEW AND PRTCES RIGHT

w.

Me-che-

j

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

1

N. TOWNSEND

& CO.

1

THE RACKET STORE.

J

j

YOUR ATTENTION

J

TO OUR DISPLAY OF

'

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats

j

In Belts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

NOVELTIES

i

Moda Millinery
a
"
m
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Catron Block.
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The Valley aneh

Have you visited tbe VALLKY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLKY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this j'ear was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season clOBts
October 15th.
Aie you' aware that "the grouse? and quail season opens Oct. 1st deer Oct.
-;- 15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLKY RANCH this Year,
Are you awa'e that the VALLKY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
'
dancing floor' in the territory.
'

J- -

etxs.ph.let

F. MILLER, Mgr.

CLixd.

all Infoimatioa.

''

.

VaLLEY RANCH,

N. M

Indigestion

"
4.

,v

"

'

in"

Inithe creation of that now very popular Stomach
Remedy Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Going direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
arid favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. With,
out that original and highly vital principle, no
guch lasting accomplishments were ever to be had,
Tor stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop'i
Restorative Tablets or Liquid and see for yourself what it can and will do. We sell and cheer-

Football

Team
Awarding of Contract for
Lea Hall.

BAKERY

OME

EAST SIDE OP PLAZA.1

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Ua direct, or Phone to the Winter-- '
Grocary or H. S Kaune and Co, until our
phone is i i pUce, Ljt us have your t rder for
v
regaUr gronds or special order,
"

Abstracts

NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMENT

j

i

Roswell, N. M., Oct, 15. The board
of regents of the New Mexico Mili fully recommend
tary Institute held a special meeting I
Saturday afternoon, October 9th, to
consider proposals for the erection of,
a new academic building. The con- -'
tract ' was awarded to Lyon & Axt.el
for $46,169.33. This, however, does
8TRIPLING-BURORWnet include plumbrng!nd heating. The
P

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
8

& CO.

In connection

with rlEL ESTATE & INSURANCE
experienced man in charge.

IP

YOU WANT

bus.io.ess;

CLEAR

A

TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,
O- - C- -

'

WATSON & COMPANY
JSAMA

FE1

NEW MEXICO

CATRON BLOCK
PHONE

RED

189

:

Great Interest

JHE

AbstractsAt)stncts

ROSWELL-TORIIANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savin
Passengera over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passenand expert Chaut-feur- s
gers. Courteous
in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto CoV Ros-veil- .
1: 00 p. ,m. connecting with trains for
New Mexico.
,
n:i Paso and all
points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance 50 lbs. - Any
Uailway.
amount of baggage can be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
U. S. MAIL

AND

PA SSENGER

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agent3 for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
hd Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points In the
Valley and western New MexEs-ranc-

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
NOW IS THE

1

1Mb

To have that SUIT cleaned, prtsst d aDd put in good shape
We will do U)
for fall wear.
We will charge j nTpnT

Ihe Goldberg
PHONK

203

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment

RIjAOTf

9f

WFST

PAT. API" AVE.

KKA1) UP

RKAD 1MIWN

0'

P-

41

52

ni.
"

1.45
2.49

I'

4.U1

"

,

"

61

"

DAILY

68

"

H)
105
116

"

"

Lv Santa Vv Ar
Lv
Ar
"
Stun ley
2" Moriarty "

4.49
5.14
5.39
.13
T26
8.00

"

1169
1378

a. in,
a- - in.

319

'

f-

I"

220

"
"
j

" Kansas Uitv "I
'." St. Louis "
"

11.45
8.00
7.00

Kl
" Los AnKeli'S

"-

5.25 p. in.
"
4.22
"
3.17
"
2.36
"
2.11
I"
'..15

7,13

12.4;.)

6,086

S.008
6,317
6.21)4

6.136
6.01

"

"

11.35
11.05

a.

6.24
6.430

111.

"
10.35
10.00 p, in.
"
9.00
"
1.15
9.15 a. in.
6 00 p.m6' 00 11 in.

."

PnT "- "

'

p. ill.
p. iui1.00
a. in .
1.00

1130
1543

'

h

Kstancm
W ilia I'll
r.Mlarvale "
Torraure1 "

;"

p. in."" 9.30
a. ii. ".35

561

Mclnlo--

A,'T

I'ASSK

STATIONS.
UA1I.V,

J" Mexico (Jity "
Ar KoHWtiU'i Lv

780
600

6te
3,700
i'XS

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witii the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in tb eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
of the world.
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

1,

Si, Louis Rockv
I

Pccific

&

Palace.
W. A. Fitts and wife. Pueblo: Dr. F.
A. Lonaker and wife,
ent, Wash.;
W. K. Smith, Antonito; J. F. McGraw,
Alamosa; C. F. Lucas and family,
DenLas Vegas: U. Y. Chessmann,
ver; T. F. Bates, Aztec; C. A. Weber,
Taos.
:;
Claire.
M. M. Barber, Denver; D. Martinez,
Mrs.
Ramoncita M.
Jr., Velarde;
Baca, Jesus M. Casaus, Felipe Sanchez y Baca, Santa Rosa; P. T. Long,
Boston; J. S. Hunter, Kansas City;
H. W. Taylor, El Paso; Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. Smith, Deliver; J. B. Robertson, Pueblo.
Normandie.
L. E. Sherwood and wife, Tucumca-ri- ;
H. L. Lathrope, Albuquerque; P.
,1.
Coleman, Albuquerque; Mrs. For
ney ;md son, rrogreso; j. w. suiu-van- ,
Hagan; L. Welsh, Bloomfleld.
Coronado.
Cosme
H. B. Grant, Albuquerque;
Herrera. Poquaque; J. A. Jeancon and
son, Colorado Springs; M. E. Camp
bell, San Angelo, Texas; Pablo Quin-tana- ,
Taos; E. W. Cox, Stanley.

Comoany

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No

Miles From
De Moines

1,

DAILY
00

I

10 12
10 35
10 55
11 05
11 20
45
12 20
12 45

II

a.m.

a.
a,
a.
a.

m.
m.
m.

m

a. m

a. m.
p. m.

60

15
4 45
4 55
16 50
6 15

J

p.m.

42
42
68

p. m,
0 m.

p.m.;

':
,.

10

p. in.
P, m.
p. m.

m.
p. m

7. 23 p.

7. 46

SO

26
11
48

p.m.

130 p.m.

8

U

Lv. Des Moines,
,N; "M,
" Rumaldo.
" Dedman
l"
" Oapulln
" Vigil
."
'J Thompson
"'.
" Cunningham
Ollfton House Junction "

10
4
11
18

irr.
Lv.
"
"
"
"
"
"

i

68

T)

R1TnNN

M

"
"

Preston

Koehler
Koehler J net.
Oolfax
Oerrososo

" Nast
" Harlan
" Ute Park

24
18
7

N. M.
:"

"

2 56
2 30
12 25
12 05
11 40
11 06

0
7
18
2S
20
88
41

"
"
"

faLv

m.

6 30 p,
6 16 p.
4 65 p.
4 35 p.
4 26 p.
8 65 p.
8 80 p.

29

"
"
"
Arr.
Ly
Lv.
"

"

n.

No 2
DAILY!

49
46
88
82

"

"
"

oimarron

tV
88
89
94

"

Ollfton House Junction

Arr,
Lv.

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

p.m.
p m.
p.m.
p.m.
a. m.
a' m

1115 a.m.
tlO 16 a. m.
9 43

a. m.

7 40
7 25
7 00

a.m.

47

60
53

69

a. m.
a. m.

Connects with E. P. & 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawion, N
6:15 p. m.
Connects with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M.
1:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Oea Moines is follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH 80UNO
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
a S. at Oes Moines, E. P sV S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate
fiayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ut Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo
Elizabethtown,
fceco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
M.,

W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
VDres. and Gen Mgr- Gen- Pass- Agent

fi. J, DEDMAN,

Superintendent

-

-

RATON. N.

RVTON,

-

-

N. M.

RATON,

iW

3

SOCIEWS

fBATEBiW.

MASONIC.

AD BLOOD

Bad blood is responsible for most of our ailments, and when from any
cause it becomes infected with impurities, humors or poisons, trouble in some
form is sure to follow. Muddy, sallow complexions, eruptions, pimples, etc.,
show that the blood is infected wi h unhealthy humors which have changed
it from a pure, fresh stream to a sour, acrid fluid, which forces out its
impurities through the pores and glands of the skin. A very common evidence of bad blood is sores and ulcers, which break out on the flesh, often
from a very insignificant bruise, or even scratch or abrasion. If the blood
was healthy the place would heal at once; but being infected with impurities
which are discharged into the wound, irritation and inflammation are set
continues until the
up, the fibres and tissues are broken, and the sore
and tonic,
blood is purified of the cause. S. S. S. is Nature's blood-purifimade entirely from roots, herbs and barks. It goes down into the circulation and removes every particle of impurity, humor or poison, restores lost
vitality, and steadily tones up the entire system. S. S. S. neutralizes any
excess of acid in the blood, making it pure, fresh and healthy, and permaBoils, and all ether skin
nently cures Eczema, Acne. Tett r, Salt Rheum, medical
advice free.
eruption or disease. Book on the Mood and any
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Recommunication
gular
first Monday of eaci
at
month
Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
N
J. A. MASSIB.
i
Worthy Master.
McCORD, Secretary.

t

gpwv Santa Fe Chapter
R.

er

No.

M.

A.

VISIT

n

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in eaci
month at Masonic Hall at

ins hits from Wadell's hot ones, the RESERVOIRS AT HEAD
score might have been a little differWATERS OF RIO GRANDE.
7:30 p. m
ent. The best on the Grays, however,
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
fanned the air three times in suc- Will Cost Half Million Dollars and
cession many times. Time and again
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Will Reclaim 30,000 Acres
Albuquerque got runners as far as
North of Alamosa.
third and several times had men on
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
second and third. Wadell, however,
Alamosa, Colo., Oct. 15. A
WILL GLOW LIKE
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
to
those
similar
been
in
had
pinches
for the expenditure of $500,000 for Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meete
BUNYAN'S DREAM CITY.
thousands of times before and knew the
of building two reservoirs on the third Monday of each montfc
purpose
San Francisco Will Shine With a Ra just what to do. He struck out the at the head waters of the Rio Grande at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
next batters, leaving the runners
diance Unquenchable By Wind
river near Creede to increase the wa- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
dead on the bases.
or Rain Next Week.
ter supply of the present San Luis
Scottish Rite Masons are corThe feature of the game was the hit- Canal Company, which now irrigates Visiting
to attend.
invited
dially
So
for
Like the dream city of John .Run- ting by Powell, first baseman
about 30,000 acres of land between
W. MAYES, 32,
JOHN
.van, the English unKer, san Francis- corro, who hit. four times out of five Alamosa and Mosca, and thoroughly irVenerable Master.
two
base
hits
three
times up, making
co will glow at night during the
rigate an additional 30.000 acres north HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
week, October 19 to 23, with a and one good for the three bagger. of Alamosa and in the district adjaSecretary.
radiance unquenchable by wind or Powell always managed to have one cent to Mosca, was sonsummated,
rain. The festival decorations and or two men on bases when he pulled when J. W. Yates of the firm of Yates
B. P. O. E.
illuminations will surpass anything off his little stunt and several runs & McClain of Colorado Springs, presNo. 460, B. P. O. A.,
Fe
ever betre attempted m tne west, were the result of his swatfests. One
Santa
Lodge
ident: W. H. Terry of Monte Vista,
session on the secholds
its
$200,000 having been snent on these of the high lights of the exhibition
regular
M.
and Attorney C.
and fourth Wednesdays of eacfc
features by the Portola committee was the sensational capture of a roui secretary,
of Monte Vista, of the San Luis ond
tne
tor
baseman
first
of
the'
Pettus,
pop, by
month.
and the merchants
city.
Visiting brothers are invite
Canal Company, met a number of farmDAVID KNAPP.
More than a million lights with a locals, who sprinted, hurdled and took
and welcome.
owners at Mosca today
combined brilliancy of over 30,000,000 a high dive in fielding a foul quite a ers and ranch
Exalted Ruler.
distance from the first base side and decided to at once lay the propo- J. D. SENA, Secretary.
candle power wm be used in the
land
of
before
hundreds
sition
the
luminations. About 100,000 horse pow-- j lines.
owners whose farms will be benefited
er will be required to supply the
Knghts of Pythias.
by the project. At the present time,
necessary current and the capacity of EARTHQUAKE SUFFERERS
Fe
Santa
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
in
vast
with
the
increase
population
of
the power plants in the vicinity
LOCATE IN TEXAS.
Regular
Pythias.
meeting 1st and 3d
between Alamosa and Mosca, the San
the city has been the only limit to
r Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
twenty-fouLuis
which
was
built
canal,
the scope of illuminations.
Ten Thousand Italian Farmers LookO. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitA score of miles of streets will
years ago, is not sufficient to
a Location in the
for
invited to attend.
ing
immense
the
the
of
all
Across
blaze with light.
areage ing Knights
properly irrigate
Southwest.
AUGUST
REINGARDT, C. C.
which is being yearly put into
principal
thoroughfares strings of
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
JOHN
at
be
will
stretched
incandescents
San Antonio, Oct. 15. T. H.
intervals of 25 feet from building
L. Patonio, and Antonio Fellici ROSWELL MAKES NEW
line. Ten miles of streets will be ilThe seals and record book? for noLIGHTING CONTRACT. taries public for sale by the New
luminated in this manner and a quar- prominent citizens of New York, are
now in these parts for the purpose of
ter of a million lamps used.
Mexican Printing Company at very
a location where 10,000 Itali-- ' Will Pay $8 Per Month for Each Arc
finding
An immense bell in the center of
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporrecent
of
the
the city suspended 125 feet in the aid ans, mostly sufferers
Light While Albuquerque Pays
ated companies are also handled. Call
will be one of the most spectacular earthquakes could settle. Interviewed
Five Dollars.
at or address the New Mexican Printwe
which
one
"The
class
them
said
of
features of the illuminations. The
ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
bell will be 35 feet high and the lip represent are the most thrifty class
The Roswell Light Company has
in
made
have
of
farmers
Italy. They
Twenty-fivin diameter.
120 feet
made a proposition to the Roswell
thousand colored incandescent lights a life study of it for generations past
which has been accepted
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
will be used to form the bell and a and when once established on a farm, which will result
in considerable
there is nothing on earth, with the saving on Roswell's
score of flaring arc lights, each of
light bill.
El Paso, Texas
candle power, .will form the clap- exception of a life taking quake would
The company will give a rebate of
them
leave it.
this make
per. Engineers estimate that
$1,000 on the bill of $ 6,559, up to Oc"All these people have money for tober
display will be seen for 50 miles.
1, 190'J, and
about
via
covering
When night falls during the festival the reason that during the past year twenty months; and will give in the
in
been
land
their
have
selling
New
they
will
of
Meiico Central Bailroafl
a wave
incandescent glory
future a rate of $8 per lamp, instead
sweep over the city. The streets will the stricken districts and will be ready of $10 as had been paid, and against
be transferred into lanes of glowing to come at almost any moment. That $5 per arc light paid by Albuquerque,
we bring for
October 15th and 16th
light. All of the big buildings will be the class of immigrants
the first forty lamps, $7.20 each
citioutlined in fire as though etched by here will make good
for the next 25 lamps and $7 for the
some master hand On the bay all of zens, goes without "saying. Tne parts following 25 lamps. The
Meeting of Presidents
light comthe warships will be illuminated and of Italy from which our people will pany also offered to give 65 kilowats
Taft and Diaz $13,40
their searchlights will dance among come have about the same climate as a month to the city water plant and
southern Texas, and it will work less to
the clouds
six cents per kilowat for
charge
on them to live here than all current
By day San Francisco will be a hardship
used over that amount at
Good returning Oct. I8th
mass of red and yellow. The colors in any other part of the world."
the water plant. All these concessions
There are three likely locations that were
of old Spain have been chosen as the
granted with the understanding
official ones of the festival. Flag will be considered by the men. One thilt thpv nitxr will
November 1st. to 7th.
"ow
arches will span every street inter- of them is located in Starr county, "V to $.oo9 and continue the bal
seems
to
Rio
and
Grande
.close
the
El
Paso Fair and
section. Buildings will be draped in
ance of the ten years' contract that
Into
offer
best
the
opportunities.
will
be
the
entire
was entered into 5
city
bunting and
years ago.
Exposition $13.40
gay with millions of pennants and tensive farming will very likely be
on
new
carried
settlers.
by the
streamers.
The New Mexican can uo printing
Good returning Nov. 8th
All of the decorations and illumiequal to that done in any of the large
nations for which San Francisco was NOW IS THE TIME
cities. Our
Train arrives in El Paso
TO GET TICKETS. work we turn solicitor, every piece of
famous before the fire will be surout. Try our stock once
8
a.
festival.
m. In time for good day
the
for
They
portola
passed
and you will certainly come again. We
will set a new mark for other cele- Sousa Will Be Here For Only One have all
Sig
the facilities for turning out
brations to aim at.
Performance at Popular
every class of work, including one of
J. P. LYNG,
Prices'.
the best binderies in the west.
City Freight & Passenger Agent
ALBUQUERQUE COOSE EGGED
Por-tol-

a

Cort-lett-

e

J
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Mta-nerit-

e

10,-00- 0

g

El
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Hov- 1st
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LOW SUMMER RATES
TO THE

EAST & NORTH
Now in effect Via

ng.

MEXICO CENTRAL

HEW

E. P. & S. W.

BY GEM

and Rock Island

For full particulars,
Address

P.

A.--

K,

P.

AS, w.

Duke

Kl Paso Texas.
-

rp r

j
'

Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

Nevada,

Oregon, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

DENVER

tfi,

&

Summer Tourist Rates

Still in effect

R,

"

to all

V

&

P. A

V

globe-fame-

d

TT"

two-third-

SANTA PR. N. M.

r,

semi-annu-

Albuquerque, N. M. October 15.
Before an immense crowd of fans
at the fair grounds yesterday afternoon, the Albuquerque Grays were
ignominously whitewashed by the Socorro baseball club, the final score
being 9 to 0 in favor of the fast Gem
City aggregation. Masterful
ing by "Rube" Waddell undoubted!
won the game for Socorro. Waddell
was absolutely invincible in the pinch-- '
es, holdir. the locals to four scattered
hits. Sixteen Grays succumbed before his mighty delivery. The Socorro bunch had their fighting clothes
on yesterday and played an aggressive
game throughout, fielding with ma--!
chine like precision and batting like
fiends
Notwithstanding the fact that the
score was lopsided, the exhibition
was a baseball contest from the first
to last and there were enough spec- -'
tacular plays and hair raising stunts
;
pulled off to satisfy the most critical
fan in the grand stand.
the little
Newmyer,
southpaw,
started to work for the CJravs and
was touched for nine hits in the six
d
j and
innings that, he pitched.
Newmyer had everything there was
jbut the heavy hitters on the Socorro
team managed to pick .out the right
ones with startling regularity and
six runs were piled up during the
time he occupied the tubber. Newmyer was relieved in the latter part
of the seventh by Hidalgo, who was
s
hit three times in two and
innings. The Albuquerque boys played a magnificent game in the field and
if they had been successful in garner- j
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PRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
Tickets will be on sale Oct 9ohto l6th.
Returni limit, Oct. 18th
that bears his name. Sousa has won
international distinction and deserved
fame as the representative
bandmaster and his march compositions
are today in vogue in every civilized
Country in the world. His personality
and shrewd tact has brought band
music to an elevated plane unequaled
and is the object from which present
day imitators gain their point. Soust
will not give the' current season his
customary extension as "The March

MEETING
EI Paso October 15th.

TAFT-DIA- Z

'

King" will be obliged to devote his
attention to the production of his
new opera "The Glass Blowers,"
which production will be made about
the first of the new year. For this
reason the band season will comprise
a quick trip to the Pacific coast, and
return closing in New York just before Xmas time. The local concert
is scheduled for October
19th, at
Elks theater and the announcement
has been met with an unusual amount
'
of Interest

$13.40

$13.40

$13.40

Round Trip fr6m Santa Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 14 15 16
... , Return Limit, Oet. 18th

MASONIC MEETING
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2-

$4.15
"

$4.15

3

$4.15

Round Trip from Santa Fe, Oo sale Oct 15th to 23rd.
Return limit Oct. 25th. 1909.
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SUMMIT OF MT. M'KINLEY.
SAYS COOK NEVER REACHED

tbis." We did not take our bags with
us to the top of the point, having
left them down in the saddle above the
States glacier. We then both went down
In Affidavit E. N. Barrell
f .oni the point to where our bags had
That Records Were False-fiebeen left. The doctor took the American flag out of oneuf the bags and
Furnished looms, Mrs. L. A. Harey.
New York. Oct. 15 The Glohe yes- handed it to me and sent me back to
KOR RE XT. OR
terday printed a copy of the affidavit( the top of the point and told me to
SALE A gooo
made by Edwin X. Barrill, who accom-- ,10(1 jt thf,re on the (,ml o ,h(; ice axe
J. B. Sloan.
typewriter,
panied Dr. Frederick A. Cook at tne wliicli I did.
time he announced his reaching the
KOR RENT Furnished room, bath,
"The doctor then with his camera
lie a
summit nf Mount McKinley.
electric
liult. Phone 2:11.
,
l,,r
1T""
t...,, ,,,H.i1"""ueiore
niavit was mane ,..c
uuunj
227 which picture is there designed as
lie at Tacoma, Wash., October 4. and 'the summit of Mount McKinley' in his j
FOR REN
Furnished hoii?' : Al- -f
nil
see
erowinncfield
in
has just been received in Xew iork.
in
its
rmrirv
H.
Mrs.
you
tht
dress
Sutherland, "2, Cb.ip- I u I lie xup oi me
uniiuein.
in effect wimk,
Barrills- affidavit states
street.
elle
The truth being that the summit of
by
seed oil is
nnd
that he was the only person present Mount McKinley was 20 miles distant fL InfTPninhr
.1
i
i
J
l
l
i
he
when
date
on
the
with Dr. Cook
SEI.KCT HOARD AND ROOMS
'
- m anvj.
in air line from the point wnere my
in uiMU
of
Those desiring
claims to have reached the summit
phone Black
be
was taken according to the.
that
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picture
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from !
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Reasonable
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book.
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at least fourteen nines aisianu nuui
keeper of experience, middle ;iged,
where Dr. Cook was standing with his
American lady. i:ocnl cook. C:ill at
the summit of that mountain, the ele- camera
Cottolene is a
wholesome
and I made the remark that
as
as olive oil
i'.ilare ave.
vation at no time exceeding 10,000
oil
of
otherside
the
the
rMn
fnnH
T
peaks
nalntfiKI
eight
cMkU
rpigtpc
feet. The affidavit also brings into
,
. t'
tvdiu, "
this point where I had been, photo-- .
WANTED 100 laborers ;it Arroyo
question a number of the photographs
cooRecl
ioocl
the
in
cause
show
is
would
probably
Hondo dam. Wages $l.r,0 per day.
graphed
which Dr. Cook has given as representpicture and he said that he had taken
Apply to the superintendent at the
of an
all shorten- you have
ing the summit and other high alti- the
. .
works, or to my office. Sten Lund.
picture at such an angle that those
tudes of Mount McKinley.
Lottolene is
peaks would not show. The peaks to
Barrill in his statement, says that which I refer are sketched by me in
prevailing wind direction w;is from
he was born in Buffalo in 1864 and my diary and are marked 1 to S. inthe southwest and as a rule the winds
Your grocer is hereby authorized to
now lives at Darby, Mont. He says clusive, and are shown in diary on a
is
were i h t
refund your money in case you are
that he is the man referred to as Bar- - page just preceding the date appearing
not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.
rille, or Edward Barrille in Dr. Cook's tnere in as September 9 and on the
Reiss Shows. 5 days, Commencing
book entitled "To the Top of the Con pages following September 12.
f0"oIe.'le ls Packed in pads with an
NeVer
top to
October 19th.
keep it clean, fresh and wholesome, and prevent it
tinent," bearing upon the expedition to
were so sketched and
"Those"
t liefrom
dust
and
peaks
such
as
Among
catching
many attractions that
fish, oil, etc.
absorbing disagreeable odors,
Mount McKinley. He details his first Aumbered
me when I was in the
by
be
seen
the carnival is one
will
during
meeting with Dr. Cook at Missoula,
In
opposite them, where I could
known as "Pharaoh's Daughter."
where the latter was accompanied by camps
Made only by
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a
fine view of them. The camp
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limit
of
human
it,
presenting
Professor Parker of Columbia Univer- where I so sketched the
peaks are the
genuity has been reached as far as
sity, R. W. Porter and others.
marked upon my drawing 'excamps
tented attractions are concerned. This
The organization of the Mount Mc- hibit C hereunto attached as the
will b produced this year
attraction
Kinley expedition is given as consist- sixth and eighth camps we were going
on a scale of such magnificence that
ing of Fred Printz, a guide; Belmore up the glacier.
all former efforts pale into insignifiBrown, an artist and naturalist of
cance when compared to this one. Re"When we were in the saddle near
Tacoma; Walter Miller, photographer the
where I was photographed aml name( therein as The Eastern GENERAL SUMMARY OF
quiring the service of three expert
point
ritory, determined from the records electricians
of Seattle; Samuel Beecher, who acted I made a
and apparatus costing
of what I named cliffs of Mount McKInley;
drawing
72
C:!.3 degrees,
of
was
not
are
or
WEATHER
CONDITIONS.
stations,
as cook and Barrill. The party sailed 'Glacier Point.' At the same time and
of
dollars.
thousands
1..",
below
Sllch cliffs but are a )art of the east.
the normal, and 0.8
degrees
from Seattle, May 17, 190C. Barrill reI made a drawins of Mount Mc- - erll slo,)e of the
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"Pharaoh's
below
190S.
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The
degree
Daughter" is an ingenthe
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September,
eignth
Had Abnormally Low Temcounts that at the start of the trip he
local monthly mean was 71.9 ious contrivance of electricity and meKinley as I could see the top of Mount rlaks above mentioned and drawn by September
highest
and
an
exact
to
keen
diary
perature Summer Rains Ceased
prepared
McKinley off to the northwest and I ne in my diary attached hereto.
degrees at Lordsbnrg, and the high- chanical effects. It is a beautiful
on Thirteenth.
sets forth that this diary marked ex- should
20 miles away. This
at
least
est recorded was 9S degrees at Albeit story, beautifully illustrated.
say,
92
The
"is
opposite page
hibitions, attached to the affidavit,
and Logan on the 1st and at Bell
of Glacier Point and Mount1. Dr. photograph was
The visitor is interested and mysCook s book
in
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taken the even- a pocket diary kept by me during all drawing
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tified
from the beginning of the pertoof
me
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took
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the
the time that Dr. Cook and
day that
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t he
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with
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claims
at
what,
the
and
the
flag
Mount
near
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gether
1902, with record of 02.3
gave grees at Hopewell, Rio Arriba county,
therein and represents conditions as
of Mount McKinley and was taken an average lower thandegrees,
It is a wonderful illusion and one
same is a truthful record with the exthe past and the lowest recorded was 14 de-- '
to me on the ground. top
they
appeared
ception of the entries and changes Dr. Cook was bv my side when I was at camp six shown on attached 'ex- month during a period of 15 years. grees at Elizabethtown 011 the 22J of the inanv features of the carnival.
hibits C and D., The camp in this The deficiency was general over the The greatest local range in tempera- made by me therein under the orders
making these sketches, using his
of Dr. Cook."
picture is noted thereon to be 5,000 Territory, and comparatively uniform. titre for the month was G2 degrees:
LEGAL NOTICE.
for the purpose of taking feet. This
being so the point where, The first to third were the warmest at Cliff and Estancia and the least To
The diary referred to by Barrill as
on the point
Whom it. May Concern:
elevation,
temperature,
attached to the affidavit is now in pos- for about half an hour in which time I by picture was taken with the flag days of the month, although at a few 44 degrees at Fort Bayard, while the1 Last, will and testament of J. P.
should not exceed' 7,000 as the 5,000 stations in the southern counties the greatest daily range, 55 degrees, was
session of the Xew York Globe. The
sketched as above stated and Dr. feet
Victory, deceased.
camp was established from G to 21st or 30th were days of highest at Estancia on the 25th.
affidavit then proceeds as follows:
Cook used his instruments.
Notice is hereby given persuanl to
S
hours after my picture was so taken, readings. The 23d was generally the
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Precipitation.
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the
for
I
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month, although
drawing
day
3906, Dr. Cook and
The average precipitation for the for the
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Parker intended to climb the mountain rplace or thereafter and between the doctor says so; nor did we shake especially east
precipitation in September, 190S. The'
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the following year.
12th and 16th of the month when my
ico.
counties frost also appears to have inches at
monies as stated in the diary.
"As shown by my diary we took the
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New

'air weather tonight
day with stationary

Failor puts up eave troughs right.
Hunting Season for Deer Opens
Today marks the opening of the hunting season for deer. The season lasts
thirty days.
Harold
Arrivals Palace:
Noon
Green. Albuquerque; Charles Herrick,
Denver. Claire A. M. Jaekley,

IN
FULL

Quarts and Pints Cans

forecast

ss

and Sat in
temperai are.

GUARANTEED OYSTEIIS

These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed and Sealed
in Biltimore, do ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches theai and at the same time all the original
flivor is retained, acid they only cost a trifle more
than thosa t latcma in balk

Death of Old Resident Dennie
Peoples, an old resident of Luna county, died at the age of 58 years at
Doming.
More Roundhouse Facilities for Clo-vj- s
it is announced that Clovis is to
stall round house
have a thirty-threand that fifteen stalls additional will
be built at once.
FOR SALE A house composed of
five rooms, metal roof, on a lot ninety- nine feet front, in one of the most de.
Insirable locations on Palace-avenuequire of Francisco Delgado, at the Del
gado Shoe Co.
E. L. Medler Takes Bride E. Ii.
attorney,
Medler, the Albuquerque
well known in Santa Fe, last evening
was married in Hie Duke City to Miss
Lillian Stewart Thomas of Gallipolis,
Ohio. Rev. J. C. Rollins officiated.
Failor does all kinds of plumbing
and tin work, will save you money.
A Year Ago
Today a year ago the
clay was fair and pleasant save a little
windiness and some cloudiness in the
afternoon. There was 02 per cent of
sunshine. The maximum temperature
was 66 degrees and the minimum 42.
Burned to Death Mrs. J. U. Scott,
wife of Dr. Scott of Oro Grande, New
Mexico, was burned to death at her
Mo.
Her
home at ' Harrisonville,
clothes were set on fire by the explosion of a gasoline stove.
Raton Has Murder Mystery Harry
Boyle and Joseph Lane both cripples
have been arrested at Raton on the
suspicion of having cut the throat of
John Frederick who was found dead
and who at first was thought to have
committed suicide.
Another Taos County Postmaster
Gone Wrong A dispatch from Ques-ta- ,
Taos county, says that Postoffice
Inspector H. C. Haynes has relieved
Postmaster Archuleta of his job although Archuleta made good a shortage of several hundred dollars.
Failor has rubber roid roofing, east
side Plaza, phone B 138.
Three Masked Men With Bundles
A woman from the south side reported to Justice of the Peace Jose Maria
Garcia today that last evening she
saw three masked men carrying large
bundles, presumably clothes they had
stolen.
Laying Pavements Contractor C.
O. Carlson is laying a hirck pavement
along the eastern ide of the capitol
graunds. Contractor George S. Blunt
has completed the concrete pavement
along the Laughlin- properly and the
W. H. Poe lots on Dos Caspar avenue.
Arrested For Insulting Flag Pan-chGonzales was arrested at Roswell
on the charge of cursing and applying
vile names to the American flag at a
patriotic celebration. Gonzales denies
the charge and gave bond for ids appearance at a preliminary hearing tomorrow.
Will Change Auto Route The Roswell Auto Company intends to abandon Torrance as its eastern terminus
and will instead run to Vaughn, eighteen miles northeast of .Torrance. The
road will be 110 miles long from Roswell. The lack of hotel accommodations at Torrance are given as reasons
for abandoning it as a terminal.
Failor repairs and paints old roofs
and makes them as good as new.
Ideal Weather The ideal weather
that is blessing Santa Fe and that is
characteristic of fall in this section, is
to continue, says the weather bureau
for. the indications for tomorrow are
la'r. Yesterday the maximum temperature was 72 degrees and the minimum 43 desrees. The relative humidity at six o'clock yesterday mom
itig was only 30 per cent.
Hunter Shoots Three Women
While hunting quail east of Roswell,
Zebulon Chewning of that place accidentally fired a load of birdshot at
the auto in which were seated his wife
Mrs. Sol. M.
and his sister-in-law,
Owens' and Miss Myrtle Owens, each
receiving part of the shot inflicting
painful and ugly, although not dangerous, wounds.
Failor has stove pipe and sets up
stoves, east side Plaza, phone B 138.
Funeral Directors Will Meet at Roswell The next annual meeting of the
funeral directors of New Mexico will
be held at Roswell. so the convention
at Albuquerque decided yesterday. The
following officers were elected: President, J. A. Mahoney, Deming; first
vice president, R. M. Thorne, Carlsbad; second vice president, T. A.
Johnson of East Las Vegas; third vice
president, L. F. Montenie, Santa Fe;
secretary, H. C. Strong, Las Cruces;
treasurer, F. H. Strong of Albuquerque.
Struck Over Head With Axe In a
quarrel, which occurred twelve miles
east of Tucumcari, yesterday, over
the adoption of the herd law, John
Surgury was struck over the head
jvith an axe, which the authorities
claim was in the nands ot a neighbor,
G. A. Flint. Surguy checked the blow
with his arm. Surguy, Is then alleged
to have pulled a revolver and shot
i Flint
through his hat grazing his
scalp. Both men have been arrested
e
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FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
General
FRANK F GORMLEY Merchandise
Phone Black
N. M.

436 Canon Poad
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WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Telephone 85
Screened Raton Lump,
Screened Monero Lump,
Screened Cerriilos Lump,

$4.50 per Ton
$5.25 per Ton
$6.00 per Ton

Anthracite Coal all Sizes. Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A., T.
S. F. Depot
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THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
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San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N, M,

w
K

and the case will be investigated by
the grand jury which
meets next
Monday.
Failor makes ventilators and smoke
pipe, east side Plaza, phone B 138.
Ten Recruits for Penitentiary From
Santa Rosa Judge M. C. Mechem sentenced the following prisoners at Santa
Rosa, Guadalupe county,' this week:
Cleofas Apodaca, deadly weapon, one
year; suspended during good behavior.
Charles H. Huffman, embezzlement,
one year. Lee Longraee, deadly weapon, one to two years. Procopio Galle-gos- ,
forgery, one year. Marcico Romero, rape, 15 to 20 years. Quirano
Salas, deadly weapon, one to three
,
Ontonio Rodriguez,
years.
18 months and
$500 costs.
Teodoro Encinas, forgery, one year.
Moises Barela, larceny, one year; suspended during good behavior.
Mendez, larceny, one year.
Looked Like a Riot This morning
about nine thirty, Juan Romero,
a
blind man, in walking up San Fran
cisco street bumped into the wife of
a local merchant and instead of apologizing commenced to use vile epithets.
This angered the husband of the woman who immediately rushed upon the
offender with the intention of punishing him. In a twinkling the two were
surrounded by a large crowd and there
appeared to be an all for all scuffle.
In the mix up appeared a clergyman,
a doctor, the city marshal and a number of officials. The scene ending by
the blind man being taken to jail,
while the rest of the crowd brushed
the dust off of their clothes.
Daughter Dies This afternoon at
d
2:35 o'clock Adra Brooks, the
daughter of Captain and
Mrs. A. S. Brooks of Cerrillos road,
died from the effects of fever.
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RECEPTION GIVEN TO
DOCTOR J. B. GALLAWAY.
DIRECT RESULT OF
ANOTHER DEVELOPThe following from the Paterson, N.
MENT COMPANY.
LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
J., Call:
"The members of the Third Presby(Continued From Page One)
(Continued from Page One.)
terian church tendered a rousing reception to their pastor, Rev. Joshua splendid mining properties while Quay board of county commissioners cause
B. Gallaway, D. D., at the temporary
the woodwork of the court house to be
county has practically none.
home of the congregation in Masonic
painted and the offices of the court
Incorporations.
tohall, last night, the affair being held
be refiinished by calcimining or
were
house
filed
Incorporation papers
under the auspices of the Harvest day by the First Territorial Bank of papering as in the judgment of the
Workers' Society of the church. There Lovington, Eddy county. The capital- county commissioners they deem expewere nearly two hundred men, women ization is $30,000, divided into 300 dient.
and children present, and the manner shares. The incorporators and di7. It was reported by Mr. H. H.
in which they gathered around their rectors are all of
Lovington and are Clark, whose postoffice address is
pastor to shake hands with him and the following:
Oscar Thompson, Carlsbad, that there is a female child
of about twelve years of age residing
congratulate him u.non his improve- president, 35 shares; Jeff D. Hart,
ment in health and appearance proved
35 shares; J. S. Eaves, cash- with her father in Upper Juniper canconclusively that he has a large hold ier, 15 shares; G. M. McGonagill, 15 on, Eddy county, that this child is not
on their regard and affection.
shares; John D. Graham, 10 shares; G. being properly cared "for, she being
"Dr. Gallaway and his wife stood at R. Wright, 15 shares; J. W. Gaudill, very scantly provided with clothes;
the door to receive the members of 15 shares.
j, that
her father is not able to provide
the congregation when they arrived,
The Redondo Development Company for himself and his child; and that
and were the recipients of good filed incorporation papers yesterday, they reside some twenty-fiv- e
miles
wishes from every one. After a short afternoon in the office of Territorial from the nearest school house. We
reception had been held those pres- Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The capitalize recommend that the court call this
ent were ushered to seats and a short ation is $500,000, divided into 5,000 matter to the attention of Dr. C. E.
programme of musical and literary-number- s shares. Business will be commenced Lukens to the end that some steps be
was rendered. Among those on $212,000 subscribed
as follows: taken to rescue this child from her
who contributed to the entertainment Charles W. Stone, Edward D. Wet-mor- e present condition.
were the Mesdames Rear and Shields
Thanking the court and court officand B. W. Rogers of Warren,
in several duets, Mrs. John White, in Pa., 350 shares each; John B. Moore ials for courtesies extended we
a soprana solo; Albert Sloopker, in of Garland, Pa., 350 shares; Willard
request to be, discharged
a tenor solo; Mrs. Gallaway, in reci- S. Hopewell of Albuquerque, who is for the term.
L. L. FUOSS,
tations; Misses Jessie Petrie and An- the New Mexico agent, 20 shares, (Signed):
nie McKinley in duets; William Dree-lan- these five being the directors; D. M.
Foreman.
in a baritone solo, and Miss Rita Howard and J. P. Jefferson of Warren,
WILLIAM DO O LEY. Clerk.
Jenkins, the charming little elocution- Pa., 350 shares. The headquarters are
ist, in several entertaining numbers.
at Albuquerque and the company will
"Dr. Gallaway was welcomed on be- develop New Mexico timber and agrihalf of the congregation by the chair- cultural lands northwest of Santa Fe.
man, Robert Whitman, who told the
New York, Oct. 15. Call money 4
Hearing Set for October 28.
pastor how glad the members of the
;
MexiJohn R. McFie has set Oc- 4
prime paper 4
Judge
church were to have him back with tober 28, as the date for the
Atch.
hearing can dollars 43; Amal. 82
them in renewed health and vigor, of the
petition for a rule to show 122; N. Y. C. 136; S. P. 131; U. P.
and assured him of their earnest sup- cause why a receiver should not be 206
steel 92
pfd. 128
port in his work.
for the New Mexico CenNew York, Oct. 15. Lead quiet 4.30
appointed
' "In response Dr. Gallaway made a tral
4.371-2- ;
The petitioners claim
railway.
copper steady, standard
short address, in which he told of the that the road is insolvent.
spot 12.2512.50; silver 50
pleasure which it gave him to feel
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
that the members of his congregation DEMAND FOR LABOR
Chicago, 111., Oct. 15. Wheat Dec.
were so glad of his return. He said
AT ARROYO HONDO. 107Cql-8- ;
May 1071-4- .
that he had in past years gone away
Corn Oct. 601-2- ; Dec. 59.
on vacations of varying length, but
Oats Dec. 40 m ; !' May 42
The big
project of the
that this time he had been away for Santa Fe irrigation
Pork Oct. 23; Jan. 18.45.
Land and Development
seven months. When he left he knew
Lard Oct. 12.171-2- ; Nov. 11.80.
Company on the Arroyo Hondo is bethat it would be a long time before ing pushed rapidly but lack of suffi
Ribs Oct. 11.15; Jan. 9.70.
he would return and he offered to cient number of laborers Is causing
WOOL MARKET.
tender his resignation as their pastor some inconvenience.
St. Louis, Oct. 15. Wool firm; terIt appears al-- j
so that they could secure a pastor who most impossible to get more laborers ritory western mediums 2328; fine
could remain with them. His offer to in Santa Fe and unless more laborers mediums 2224; fine 1319.
LIVE STOCK.
resign was refused, however, and he :respond to the call the company will
Kansas City, Oct. 15 Cattle Resaid that the large attendance which be compelled to import labor from
had greeted him last Sunday and on the outside. At the site where the ceipts 6,000, including 1,000 southerns.
the occasion of this reception showed first big dam and reservoir are to be Market steady. Native steers $4.50tg)
that the congregation had indeed built, steam is being kept up con- 8.75; southern steers' ; $3.504.85;
been faithful, although they had had stantly and the place is the scene of southern cows $2.604; native cows
$2.405.25; stockers, feeders $3.25
plenty of reason to seek another-churc- great activity.
5.50; bulls $2.753.75; calves $3.50
home.
8; western steers $3.806.50; western
GIVEN
REV.
LUCAS
con"He assured the members of the
RECEPTION AT CHURCH. cows $2.75 ($4.25.
gregation that no time would be lost
Hogs
Receipts 5,000. Market 5
in rebuilding their church, and while
he was not able to fix the date of the ' . 'St. John's M. E. church, last night to 10 higher. Bulk sales $7.357.65;
cornerstone laying at that time it was the scene of a reception in nonor heavy $7.657.75; packers, buTchers
pigs $5.50
would occur in the near future. Dr. o.the coming of the new pastor, Rev. $7.457.70; light $77.50;
'
6.50.
C. F, Lucas, of Roswell. A large rep'
Gallaway then told something of his
Sheep
Receipts 3,000." Market
travels and gave a short description resentation of local people were on
Muttons $44.85; lambs $5.75
of the, many wonderful sights he had hand and Rev. Lucas received a royal steady.
7.15.; range wethers, yearlings $4
seen at Santa Fe, where he had spent welcome. Informal addresses of wel5.25; range ewes $34.75.
four months, and distributed several come were made by Rev. G. Rendon,
Mrs. K. Patterson, C. E. Linney, Dr.
Chicago, Oct. 15. Cattle Receipts
hundred picture postals of western
Market steady to 10 lower.
O. Harrison, J. E. Wood, J. A. 4,500.
C.
scenes among them.
Wood and G. M. Kinsell. Miss Maude Beeves $4.108.75; Texas steers $4
"This concluded the programme and Hancock
western steers $4.257.10;
sang a number of splendid 5.10;
Dr. Gallaway informed the gathering
solos after which a general good time Stockers and feeders $35.25; cows,
that the members of the Harvest was indulged in. Refreshments were heifers $2.ID3.70; calves, $79.5(J.
Workers' Society would serve them served
Hogs
Receipts 13,000. Market
by the ladies of the church.
with cake, ice cream and other re- The addreses of welcome were
very 5 to 10 lower.. Light $77.70; mixed
freshments. Following this a half hour appropriately responded to by Rev. $7.307.90; heavy $7.257.90; rough
was spent in pleasant social
'
.
Lucas.
$7.257.40; good choice heavy $7.40
7.90; pigs $5.507; bulk sales $7.40
7.80.
X
SPEND DAY PREPARING
PRESIDENT LATE.
Sheep
FOR FINAL TUSSLE.
Receipts 18,000. Market
Special to The New Mexican.
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 15. Contenders steady. Natives $2.404.75; westerns
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 15. The for the world's championship spent $2.654.75;
$4.405.40;
yearlings
President will not arrive here until be- the day in
western'
for the crucial lambs, , native $4.257.20;
preparing
$4.25
tween five and six o'clock. A large
struggle tomorrow, both teams putting
crowd is assembled at the depot to in hard practice at Bennett Park. All
greet him.
the Detroit players Injured In yesterThe story that a man has been ar- day's game are Improved today.' T: EXCHANGE j BOARDING
:
:
HOUSE
rested here for flourishing a knife and Jones, the most seriously injured, may
S. E. CornerV Pleza.
threatening to kill President Taft and not be able to play tomorrow, Init it
that he resisted arrest is denounced as is probable that Schmidt and Moriarty Meals 35c. Board bv week 6.00
.
will be able to play.
a canard.
Mrs Willey, Pro
d
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